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A Market in Review – Q1 2023



Composition of Returns

The Current Situation:

The Known: Dividend Yield  +  The Unknown: Growth Rate  +/- Market Sentiment: Valuation Change  =  TOTAL RETURN

S&P 500 
Dividend 

Yield: 
1.63%

S&P 500 
‘23 EPS 
Growth: 

1.8%

S&P 500 
Valuation
17.9x

+ +/-

Source: Bloomberg as of 3/28/2023



What is the Market Telling Investors?

What is the Equity Market Saying?What is the Bond Market Saying?

Markets often need the engraved invitation from a higher power to tell them what's really going on.
For bond markets, that higher power is the Fed and for stocks it's company earnings guidance.

Source: Stifel, data as of 3/27/2023 Source: Morgan Stanley, data as of 3/27/2023



All Eyes on Fed Policy

When Does the Market Feel the Effects of QT?

Fed Policy Continues to Take Center Stage, as the Market has endured the 3rd

Fastest Hiking Cycle in Fed History

Source: Bianco, Data as of 3/27/2023

Source: Bianco, Data as of 3/27/2023



All Eyes on Fed Policy
The Fed is Stuck Between a Pivot (Rock) & a Hard (Place) Landing

Source: Strategas, Data as of 3/27/2023

Source: Bloomberg, Data as of 3/27/2023



The GOOD / The BAD / The UGLY

Portfolio Managers Portfolio Managers Advisor Relations

The Good

The U.S. Consumer Continues to be 
Resilient

We believe the aggregate consumer is 
flush with cash, and once pent-up 

demand can safely be unleashed, the 
U.S. economy can continue being 

resilient. The average U.S. Household is
worth ~30% more. Consumer balance 
sheets are well fortified and flush with 

cash. 

The Bad

Inflation is Persistent, Though 
Peaking?

The magnitude of the policy actions 
used to counteract deflation may, in 

the end, be hugely inflationary. 
Higher-than-expected inflation tends 

to be a major headwind to equity 
valuations, but it appears that 

inflation has peaked for now. For 
markets, how the Fed chooses to 

address inflation is as important as 
the inflation itself. The battle isn’t over, 

as services and wage inflation 
continue to be “sticky”. 

Fed Policy Collateral Damage
The yield curve officially inverted in ’22 

creating speculation of a recession. 
This means caution in 

communication by the Fed to avoid 
the mistakes of the Yellen Fed and the 

“stop-and-go” policy from the ’70s. 
The Fed’s number one goal is to 

anchor inflation, even if it puts the 
economy into a recession. With this, 

there may be some collateral damage 
in parts of the speculative market.

The Ugly

Inflation Transitioning to Growth 
Frustration 

Earnings Expectations for the S&P 500 
have only come down 9.1% in ‘23. 
Anecdotally, margins continue to 

compress at the corporate level, but 
have not yet been represented in 

overall analyst’s earnings 
expectations. We believe that if 

earnings were to significantly drop, 
which they tend to fall ~20% during a 
recession, the market could follow, as 

lower inflation could mean lower 
earnings.

Debt Ceiling
In the last major debt crisis, the 

market learned that the process is just 
as important as the outcome. Yet, 
during this time period, stocks fell 

20% amid political uncertainty. This 
go-around, the gov’ts budget will be 

jawboning with increased interest 
rates that will drive interest expenses 
higher, as 50% of the U.S. debt comes 

due in the next three years that are 
currently financed at much lower 

rates. 



Asset Allocation Hot Spots
Taking Advantage of the Current Environment

Source: Aptus Capital, John Bogle & Robert Shiller, Data as of 3/27/2023



Source: Strategas, Data as of 3/27/2023

There is an Alternative to Stocks & Long Bonds:

Asset Allocation Hot Spots



Asset Allocation Woes

Understanding Real v. Nominal Returns:

Asset Allocation Decisions Become More Difficult During Periods on Inflation:

Portfolio Volatility as Correlations Rise:

Source: Strategas, Data as of 3/27/2023
Source: Raymond James, Data as of 3/27/2023



Is there Certainty in Positioning

The Consensus is Long Bonds: Invest Unemotionally for Better Long-Term Results:

There’s a Lot of Certainty in an Environment Where There is a Lot of Uncertainty

Source: BofA, Data as of 3/27/2023

Source: Money Visuals, Data as of 3/27/2023



Additional Resources

info@aptuscapitaladvisors.com  |  251.517.7198  | 265 Young Street, Fairhope, AL 36532

https://aptuscapitaladvisors.com/blog/https://aptuscapitaladvisors.com/contenthub-lp/



Disclosures

Fundamental 
Review

Portfolio 
Construction

The Dow Jones Industrial Average is the most widely used
indicator of the overall condition of the stock market, a
price-weighted average of 30 actively traded blue chip
stocks, primarily industrials. The 30 stocks are chosen by
the editors of the Wall Street Journal (which is published by
Dow Jones & Company), a practice that dates back+A70 to
the beginning of the century. The Dow is computed using a
priceweighted indexing system, rather than the more
commonmarket cap-weighted indexing system.

The Russell 2000® Index measures the performance of the
small cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell
2000 Index is a subset of the Russell 3000® Index
representing approximately 10% of the total market
capitalization of that index. It includes approximately 2000
of the smallest securities based on a combination of their
market cap and current index membership.

The Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index is a
broad-based flagship benchmark that measures the
investment grade, US dollar-denominated, fixed-rate
taxable bond market. The index includes Treasuries,
government related and corporate securities, MBS (agency
fixed-rate pass-throughs), ABS and CMBS (agency and non-
agency).

The MSCI EAFE Index (Europe, Australasia, Far East) is a free
float-adjusted market capitalization-weighted index that is
designed to measure the equity market performance of
developed markets, excluding the United States and
Canada. The MSCI EAFE Index consists of the following 21
developed market countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the
United Kingdom.

The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free float-adjusted
market capitalization-weighted index that is designed to
measure equity market performance of emerging markets.
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index consists of the following
26 emerging market country indices: Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, China, Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Greece,
Hungary, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico,

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material
is not financial advice or an offer to sell any product. The
information contained herein should not be considered a
recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security.
Forward looking statements cannot be guaranteed.

Projections or other forward-looking statements regarding future
financial performance of markets are only predictions and actual
events or results may differ materially.

Aptus Capital Advisors, LLC is a Registered Investment Advisor
(RIA) registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission
and is headquartered in Fairhope, Alabama. Registration does not
imply a certain level of skill or training. For more information
about our firm, or to receive a copy of our disclosure Form ADV
and Privacy Policy call (251) 517-7198.
The 2 Year Treasury Rate is the yield received for investing in a US
government issued treasury security that has a maturity of 2 year.

This is not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any particular
security. The holdings shown above are target portfolio weights
and do not reflect the entire portfolio. The holdings are sorted by
target portfolio percentage weight then alphabetized within each
asset range. Actual portfolio investments will vary when invested.
A complete list of holdings is available upon request.

Information presented on this presentation is for educational
purposes only and offers generalized speech. It is for
informational purposes only and does not constitute a complete
description of our investment services or performance.
Information specific to the underlying securities making up the
portfolios can be found in the Funds’ prospectuses. Please
carefully read the prospectus before making an investment
decision. All investments involve risk and unless otherwise stated,
are not guaranteed. Be sure to consult with an investment & tax
professional before implementing any investment strategy.

The Nasdaq Composite Index measures all Nasdaq domestic and
international based common type stocks listed on The Nasdaq
Stock Market. To be eligible for inclusion in the Index, the
security's U.S. listing must be exclusively on The Nasdaq Stock
Market (unless the security was dually listed on another U.S.
market prior to January 1, 2004 and has continuously maintained
such listing). The security types eligible for the Index include
common stocks, ordinary shares, ADRs, shares of beneficial
interest or limited partnership interests and tracking stocks.
Security types not included in the Index are closed-end funds,
convertible debentures, exchange traded funds, preferred stocks,
rights, warrants, units and other derivative securities.

Peru, Philippines, Poland, Qatar, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South
Africa, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey and United Arab Emirates.

Non-investment-grade debt securities (high-yield/junk
bonds) may be subject to greater market fluctuations, risk
of default or loss of income and principal than higher-rated
securities.

Investment-grade Bond (or High-grade Bond) are believed
to have a lower risk of default and receive higher ratings by
the credit rating agencies. These bonds tend to be issued at
lower yields than less creditworthy bonds.

The S&P 500® Index is the Standard & Poor's Composite
Index and is widely regarded as a single gauge of large cap
U.S. equities. It is market cap weighted and includes 500
leading companies, capturing approximately 80% coverage
of available market capitalization.

The opinions expressed are those of the Aptus Capital
Investment Team. The opinions referenced are as of the
date of publication and are subject to change due to
changes in the market or economic conditions and may
not necessarily come to pass. Forward looking statements
cannot be guaranteed.

Investing involves risk. Principal loss is possible. Investing in
ETFs is subject to additional risks that do not apply to
conventional mutual funds, including the risks that the
market price of the shares may trade at a discount to its
net asset value (NAV), an active secondary market may not
develop or be maintained, or trading may be halted by the
exchange in which they trade, which may impact a fund’s
ability to sell its shares. Shares of any ETF are bought and
sold at Market Price (not NAV) and are not individually
redeemed from the fund. Brokerage commissions will
reduce returns. Market returns are based on the midpoint
of the bid/ask spread at 4:00pm Eastern Time (when NAV is
normally determined for most ETFs), and do not represent
the returns you would receive if you traded shares at other
times. Diversification is not a guarantee of performance
and may not protect against loss of investment principal.
ACA-2303-27.


